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Abstract

Space syntax has been considered to be an important theory and analytical tool to study 

the correlation between spatial configuration and human social activities. But its 

traditional Axial Model has limitations in representing street. The conclusion got form 

Axial Model，that spatial configuration of street network can well predict the traffic flow, 

has been widely doubled. 

In order to testify the conclusion, the thesis sets out to use Axial, Stroke and Named Street 

Models to model and analyze Hong Kong street network. Our research methodology is 

first to create and study different models of street network in pilot study area- Kowloon 

peninsula of Hong Kong, from the perspectives of space syntax theory and properties of 

complicated network. Through the pilot study, tentative correlations and conclusions 

could be derived, which are verified through the case study of whole street network of 

Hong Kong by taking samples from three different sampling criteria. 

Through analysis, we find out that local integration best correlates with vehicle flow, and 

this correlation is called predictability of street network. Through comparisons of 

different models in terms of predictability, we conclude that stroke model has the best 

ability to predict vehicle flow. By analyzing the axial model of Hong Kong street network 

and comparing its result to early study, we prove that axial model does have limitations to 

represent street network. Also we find out all models of street network have properties of 

small world network and scale free, from the topological studies of these models.

In the research of this thesis, we develop an extension of ArcGIS, named Axwoman 4 in 

order to calculate and extract space syntax parameters from different models. And 

important implementation algorithms are introduced in this thesis.

The thesis is summed up at the end, and future research directions are given.

Keyword: Space Syntax；Axial；Stroke；Named Street
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Space syntax has been recognized to be an important theory and analytical tool to 

investigate the correlation between spatial configuration and human social activities. The 

axial model has been widely applied to represent spatial configuration of street network in 

the field of space syntax studies. And based on axial model, the important conclusion that 

spatial configuration of urban street network can well predict the traffic flow traveling in 

that street network has been made (Hillier et al. 1993). But in the recent studies, axial 

model has been proven to have limitation in representing street structure, so the 

universality of that conclusion derived from Axial model has been widely doubled in the 

space syntax community.

In order to testify the universality of that conclusion and the limitations of axial model, 

this thesis sets out to use stroke model and named Street model as alternatives to model 

urban Street Network. Stroke model of street network is constructed based on the 

morphology of street segments, in this model all street segments with good directional 

continuity are grouped together as one spatial element. Named street model is set out to 

represent street network from the perspective of semantic properties of streets such as 

street names, it unites all street segments with same name together and model them as one 

spatial element. 

This thesis extracts all space syntax parameters and correlates them with vehicle flow, and 

through comparisons the best space syntax parameter is picked out to represent the 

configuration of street network. And the correlation between configuration of street 

network and vehicle flow is regarded as the predictability of street network in the space 

syntax studies. By comparing different models in terms of predictability of street network, 

the best model could be discovered. In this thesis, the axial model is analyzed from the 

perspective of predictability, and the result is compared with the findings from early 

studies. 
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Further this thesis examines the topologies of all different models of street network to see 

whether or not they have properties of small world network. The distribution patterns of 

connectivity from different models are plotted to see whether or not they conform to 

power law distribution, and the scale free property of each model could also been 

inferred.

In order to calculate and extract all space syntax parameters from each model, a new 

software package named Axwoman 4, is developed as an extension on ArcGIS platform. 

The main implementation algorithms of Axwoman 4 are described in this thesis.

The research methodology used in this thesis is first to carry out a pilot study in Kowloon 

peninsula, Hong Kong. In pilot study, the constructions procedures and algorithms of 

creating axial, stroke and named street models are introduced. And all these models are 

studied from the perspectives of space syntax theory and network properties, tentative 

findings and conclusions could be derived. And then the thesis further sets out to make a 

case study in whole Hong Kong territory by partitioning the Hong Kong street network 

from three different sample principles. In the case study, all findings extracted from pilot 

study are further studied and examined, and final conclusions could be made at the end.

This thesis carries out experimental studies in Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong and the 

whole Hong Kong territory. These study areas are chosen for two reasons. First, Hong 

Kong is a city located on the eastern banks of the Pearl River Delta on the southeastern 

coast of China, with a well-known urban history for more than one hundred and fifty 

years. Hong Kong has a highly developed and comprehensive road network with 1943 

kilometers of roads and 1087 road structures, three immersed-tube cross-harbor tunnels, 

nine road tunnels and three major bridges (Hong Kong 2004). The Kowloon Peninsula, 

commonly referred to as Kowloon, consists of Kowloon City, Kwun Tong, Sham Shui Po, 

Wong Tai Sin, and Yau Tsim Mong five districts (Figure 1). It forms the southern part of 
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the main landmass in the territory of Hong Kong. There are 449.41 kilometers trafficable 

roads and 308 traffic counting stations located in Kowloon Peninsula. The second reason 

is that no such study has even been done in one of highly populous Chinese urban cities. 

Good correlation between space syntax parameter (Local Integration) with pedestrian and 

vehicle flow has already been found in London (Hillier et al. 1993). But how about the 

situations in Kowloon Peninsula and the whole Hong Kong area, and how about the 

results if we use stroke model and named street model to represent street network, are all 

worth taking our efforts to be investigated. 

Figure 1: Kowloon Peninsula consists of Kowloon City (10), Kwun Tong (11), Sham Shui Po (12), 

Wong Tai Sin (13), and Yau Tsim Mong (15) five districts.

(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hong_Kong)

The thesis consists of six chapters. The current first one outlines the research background, 

objectives, main contents and the layout of the thesis. Chapter Two first reviews the space 

syntax theory and three representation models, including axial model, stroke model and 

named street model, used in space syntax studies, and further it introduces the small 

world network, power law distribution and scale free property.
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Chapter Three first introduces the definitions of space syntax parameters, which are 

measures of spatial configuration of street network, and illustrates how to calculate these 

parameters based on connectivity graph. Secondly, it introduces the development of 

Axwoman 4 as an extension in ArcGIS, and further describes the main algorithms used in 

Axwoman 4 to calculate space syntax parameters and to examine the interconnectivity of 

models. 

Chapter Four carries out pilot study in Kowloon peninsula. Firstly it introduces the 

construction methods and algorithm of creating axial, stroke and named street model of 

Kowloon street network. And secondly, it calculates space syntax parameters of each 

street model and correlates them with vehicle flow. By analyzing the resultant correlation 

between each parameter of each model and vehicle flow, tentative findings have been 

discovered. And at last it examines the topologies of all models of Kowloon street 

network from the perspectives of small world and scale free properties.

Chapter Five sets out to make case study in whole Hong Kong territory. It have examined 

the tentative findings and conclusions got from pilot study by sampling the whole Hong 

Kong street network from three principles: single sampling, multiple sampling by natural 

clusters and multiple sampling by natural morphology. And then it also makes topology 

analysis to examine whether or not models of whole Hong Kong street network have 

small world and scale free properties.

Chapter Six summarizes the whole work of this thesis, and points out the final 

conclusions first discovered in pilot study and then verified in case study. And also it 

offers directions for future research to continue the study presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

In this chapter, we first review the space syntax theory from basic concepts to wide 

applications. Then three different models of urban street network are introduced from the 

construction methodology and applications. At last properties of complicated networks in 

terms of small world and scale free properties are described.

2.1 Space Syntax Theory

Space syntax has been considered to be an important theory and analytical tool to 

investigate how space influences human movement by quantifying spatial configuration 

(Hillier and Hanson 1984). It has also become a computer language to describe the spatial 

pattern of urban space. Urban space can be partitioned into two categories from the 

perspective of human movement: blocked space and free space. Blocked space is 

consisted of spatial obstacles such as buildings, and in such space people could not move 

freely from one location to another one. On the contrary, free space is the part of urban 

space where people could make free movement. The space which space syntax studies is 

the free space, and the space is not the object measured by Euclidean distance (Hillier

1996). Space syntax focuses on the topological relationship of spaces including 

interconnectivity and reachability not the physical distances.

In space syntax study, the basic methodology is to partition space by scale and human 

visual ability. From this point of view, space can be partitioned into large scale space and 

small scale space (Montello 1993, Egenhofer and Mark 1995). The large scale space (e.g., 

a whole city) is beyond human’s visual ability and can not be perceived from a single 

vantage point. While small scale space (e.g., a portion of a room) is bigger than human 

body, but it can be perceived from one single vantage point (Jiang et al. 2000). Large 

scale space can be studied by partitioning it into a finite number of small scale spaces. 

Space syntax decomposes the large scale free space into a set of small scale pieces, each 

of which can be perceived from a single vantage point. 
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The space syntax theory is proposed by Hillier and Hanson, first appeared in the book 

“Social Logic of Space” (Hillier and Hanson 1984). It is developed with the purpose of 

investigating the relation between space and human behavior, where space provides the 

material preconditions for social relations. Space syntax is a methodology for measuring 

the relative accessibility of different locations in a spatial system by partitioning the 

spatial system into relatively independent but connected subspaces (Hillier and Hanson 

1984, Batty and Rana 2002). It adopts a configuration approach to study to what extent 

and in which conditions the social and spatial attributes are correlated. It analyzes the 

topological properties of the urban grid represented by urban street network, and 

compares that with the human movement including pedestrian and vehicle flow. 

Comprehensive mathematical models of the topology of urban street network, analyzed 

and supported by empirical data give deep insights into the functional patterns and 

settlements and cities (Hillier et al. 1993).

2.2 Three Models of Urban Street Network

2.2.1 Axial Model

The traditional representation model for urban street network in space syntax studies is 

axial model. An axial line is considered to be a “vista” which is the visual filed perceived 

from a single vantage point (Jiang et al. 2000). According to the statements in “Social 

logic of space” (Hillier and Hanson 1984), axial lines are used in space syntax to 

represent directions of unblocked movement and visibility. Axial lines take the form of 

the longest visibility lines to cover the two dimensional urban spaces. From this point of 

view, an axial line can represent one or more than one street to model urban street 

network. 

Axial model consists of the fewest and longest axial lines to cover all the convex spaces 

and their connections (Klarqvist, 1993). In corresponding connectivity graph, the axial 

lines are represented as nodes, and the interconnections between axial lines are modeled 
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as edges.

Axial method has been successfully implemented and applied to a wide range of fields 

such as prediction of pedestrian and vehicle flows, crime analysis and human way-finding 

process (e.g. Peponis et al. 1990, Hillier 1997, Holanda 1999). Using the axial model, 

Hillier (Hillier et al, 1993) found that the configuration of the urban street network has 

independent and systematic effects on human movement pattern which he refers to as 

Natural Movement: which means the pattern of people moving in the street network no 

matter where they start from and where they are going to could be determined by the

street network itself to some extent. Through Hillier’s study, the important conclusion, 

which the spatial configuration of street network can well predict the pedestrian and 

vehicle flow, is discovered.

Although axial model has been successfully used to study the urban morphology and its 

effects on pedestrian and vehicular flow patterns, recent researches have found the 

limitations of this model (Thomson 2003, Turner 2000, Dalton et al, to name a few). The 

main limitation to be noted is that the degree of subjectivity embedded in the process of 

drawing axial lines. It is difficult to satisfy the principle – use the minimal set of longest 

lines to cover the whole urban space (Hillier and Hanson 1984). In the cases of curved or 

sinuous path, how to draw axial line is decided by subjective interpretation (Figure 2.1). 

Different people or even the same people at different time may come out with different 

axial models. Since one axial line corresponds to one step in topological analysis, any 

variations of drawing the axial lines will affect the final topological analysis. Although the 

topic of automatic generation of axial lines has been investigated by many researchers 

(Batty and Rana 2002, Carvalho and Batty 2004), till now no good solutions are given out 

in terms of the quality of final axial model and the computation cost. Additionally, the 

axial model is lack of reality meaning because axial line does not exist in real world and it 

is only a theoretical object used to represent small scale space (Jiang and Claramunt 
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2002). 

Figure 2.1: Three axial line representations of the same curved path

(Source: Figueiredo and Amorim 2005)

2.2.2 Stroke Model

Realizing the limitations of axial line models, researchers have made great efforts to 

search for alternative models to represent urban street network in space syntax studies. 

One of those alternatives is the stroke model proposed by Thomson (2001, 2003). Stroke 

is derived from the principle of generalization that is used in cartography, and it 

represents a line segment of good continuation without drastic change of direction. 

Based on the principle of stroke, street segments that have some similar properties, for 

example similar width or direction, could be generalized into one single entity. The 

principle tends to group smoothly connected street segments to be one object (Thomson 

2003). In the stroke model, original curved or sinuous segments without drastic change of 

direction can be represented as one single stroke. In street network, if we consider 

junctions and street dead ends as nodes and connective street segments as arcs, then a 

stroke represents a set of arcs which direction changes are not drastic. For example, in a 

fictive street network with 8 arcs and 9 nodes is generalized into 4 strokes (Figure 2.2), 

each of which has a good continuation of direction. In the corresponding connectivity 

graph, each stroke is modeled as node and the intersections of strokes are denoted as links 

between nodes.

Based on the concept of stroke, Porta et al. (2005) topologically analyzed generalized 

streets and compared that with axial model. There are many applications using stroke in 
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handwritten character or digit recognition by tracing individual strokes. In our study, 

smoothly connected street segments, which means the direction change between the 

connective segments is within a limited threshold, is merged to be one single stroke.

Figure 2.2: A fictive road network with 8 arcs and 9 nodes (a) is generalized into 4 strokes (b) 

(Source: Thomson and Brooks 2001)

2.2.3 Named Street Model

Urban street network can be represented from the perspective of semantic meaning, such 

as the street names. Named street model literally groups the streets with the same name 

into one topological element which is a functional modeling unit of large urban street 

network whose structure should be retained by a structural analysis. At the modeling level, 

the degree to which streets are interconnected or segregated can be investigated by 

examining the connectivity graph in which the nodes represent those named streets and 

edges model connections between those named streets. Here the named streets are not 

street segements but an entire named street. In reality, a named street usually is separated 

into several parts, for example, BAUHINIA ROAD NORTH and BAUHINIA ROAD 

SOUTH, and these two parts should be semantically aggregated in named street model.

Named street model (Jiang and Claramunt 2004a) can be used to do topological analysis 

of large urban street networks based on its connectivity graph. From that graph 

representation, several topological measures can be retrieved to evaluate the importance 

of each named street and the properties of whole street network. Also named street model 
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can be used in the process of generalization of urban street network: important streets are 

kept to retain the topology of street network (Jiang and Claramunt 2004b). The named 

street based generalization comes from the observed fact that named streets often denote a 

logical flow element or commercial unit that is often recognized as a whole by people 

navigating in the city.

2.3 Properties of Complex Network

2.3.1 Small World Property

The notion of “Small Worlds” was first introduced by Watts and Strogatz through a 

rewiring procedure in their seminal work in 1998 (Watts and Strogatz 1998). Small world 

network is the result of randomly replacing with a probability p of the links of a d 

dimensional lattice with new random links, sits between two extreme cases of a regular 

network (p=0) and a random network (p=1)(Figure 2.3). 

Figure 2.3: (a) Regular (p=0)   (b) Small world    (c) Random (p=1) Networks. (Source: 

Watts and Strogatz 1998)

A small world network is characterized by two properties (Watts and Strogatz 1998). The 

first property is that the average path length from one node in the network to another 

randomly chosen one is very short compared to the size of network. This property of a 

small world network resembles its equivalent random network. It implies that traveling 

from one node to any other one only needs a small number of intermediate nodes. 

Mathematically, the average path length ( L ) of one node a can be calculated by the 

following formula:
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Where N  is the total number of nodes in the network, and ),(min bad denotes the 

minimum distance between node a  andb .

Another property is that a small world network is highly clustered, which means 

neighbors of a node in the network are very likely to be connected. This property of a 

small world network resembles its equivalent regular network. To illustrate this property, 

let us take social society for example, friends of a people are also very likely to be friends. 

This property can be quantified by clustering coefficient. Mathematically the clustering 

coefficient (C ) of node a can be defined by the following formula:

                            
)1(

2




mm

l
C                        2-(2)

Where l  is the number of links among the neighbors of node a , and m is the number of 

neighbors of node a.

These two intrinsic properties decide that a small world network has a very efficient 

structure which can be used to study epidemics, computer virus, information diffusion etc. 

In the network community, many real world complex networks ranging from human 

social networks (Wasserman and Faust 1994), world-wide web network (Albert et al. 

1999) to neuronal networks (Watts 1999) are widely investigated to find out that they are 

neither random nor regular but they are small world networks with unique properties 

mixing randomness and regularity. Small world properties have been widely studied in 

Geographic Information Science (GISci). Based on the notion of named streets, Jiang and 

Claramunt (2004a) extracted topologies from urban street networks for topological 

analysis and finally proved that the urban street network has small world properties. 

Following that research, Porta et al. (2005) topologically analyzed the urban street 

network from the perspective of generalized streets, and Rosvall et al. (2005) analyzed the 
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searchability of complex systems in terms of their interconnectedness. The small world 

theory has been successfully combined with space syntax theory to study complex 

network, such as urban street networks (Jiang 2007).

2.3.2 Scale free Property

Scale free property was originally proposed by Barabasi and Albert (1999) to examine 

whether or not a distribution conforms to power law distribution. A power law 

distribution can be explained that most nodes in a complex network have relative small 

number of neighbours while only a few nodes have extremely large number of neighbours. 

In the plot of connectivity against cumulative probability, a typical power law curve 

begins with its maximum frequency and rapidly decreases to a certain value and then 

slowly continues to decrease. The shape of this power law curve looks like “L”. 

Mathematically scale free model can be represented as:

                                  kxy                         2-(3)

If we take logarithm of both sides of the equation, we get 

                         )log()log()log( kxy                   2-(4)

In that log-log plot we find the slope of the line on any section is the same and L-shaped 

curve becomes a straight line. 

Small world networks such as world-wide web network (Albert et al. 1999), and the 

network of citations of scientific papers (Newman 2001) are found to have scale free 

property, which means that their connectivity distributions conform to power law 

distribution. Small world and scale free properties are often studied together to discover 

the hidden topology behind geometry in many fields of GISci (Hillier et al. 1999), such as 

urban street networks (Jiang 2004a) and topographic surface (Jiang 2005).
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2.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, firstly space syntax theory is reviewed from concept to application. The 

important conclusion, that spatial configuration of street network can well predict vehicle 

flow, is introduced. And then three representation models of urban street network are 

described and later guide us to create three models of street network in our study area. At 

the end, the properties of complex networks including small world and scale free 

properties are illustrated and used to topologically analyze different models constructed 

later. 
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Chapter 3 Quantitative Analysis of Space Syntax and 

Implementation in ArcGIS

In alliance with space syntax theory put forth in the literature review, this chapter further 

illustrates the quantitative analysis adopted in space syntax to study the spatial 

configuration of urban space by the means of five space syntax parameters. These 

parameters consist of connectivity, control, depth, integration, and intelligibility. How to 

define these parameters and how to calculate them are elaborated in the first part of this 

chapter. And the implementation of space syntax as an extension in ArcGIS 9 named 

Axwoman 4 is introduced, and also the main algorithms are described in the second part 

of this chapter.

3.1 Space Syntax Parameters-Definitions and Calculations

Space syntax is an analytical tool that can be used to study the correlation between spatial 

and social attributes (Hillier and Hanson 1984), since it offers several important 

parameters that can quantify the spatial configuration of urban street network. In order to 

investigate the correlation between spatial configuration of urban street network and 

vehicle flow, space syntax parameters have to be correctly calculated firstly. These 

parameters consist of connectivity, control, depth, integration (both local and global), and 

intelligibility. The calculations of space syntax parameters should not be influenced by 

different representation models such as axial model, stroke model, or named street model. 

Every axial line, stroke, or named street is considered as a spatial element and represented 

as a node in the corresponding connectivity graph.

To illustrate the meanings and calculations of these parameters, let us take axial mode of a 

small portion Hong Kong street network for example (Figure 3.1a), which is a residential

area surrounded by Heard Street, Johnston Road, and Wan Chai Road on Hong Kong 

Island. Following the principle presented in the “Social logic of space” (Hillier and 
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Hanson 1984) to draw the axial lines, we first draw the longest axial line and then the 

second longest line until the whole space is covered by intersected axial lines, the axial 

model of Figure 3.1a can be constructed as Figure 3.1b. And then by denoting each axial 

line as node and line intersection as edge, the axial model is translated into connectivity 

graph, which is the dual graph of axial model. 

(a)                (b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: (a) A portion of urban system, its (b) axial model, and (c) connectivity graph

Based on the connectivity graph, space syntax parameters of each axial line can be 

calculated. Detail definition and calculation method of each parameter is described as 

followings.

Connectivity: The connectivity of an axial line counts the number of nodes which directly 

connect with the node representing that particular line in connectivity graph. Those 

directly connected nodes also called immediate neighbors of that node since they are only 

one step away from it. In graph theory, connectivity is also called valency or order (Hillier
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et al. 1993). Mathematically the connectivity (C ) of node a could be calculated by the 

formula:

                               mCa                                3-(1)

Where m  is the number of nodes directly connect with node a .Using the formula, the 

connectivity value of the node 1 in Figure 3.1c is 41 C

Control: Theoretically the control value of an axial line represents the degree to which 

that line controls its immediate neighbors. If all nodes in connectivity graph are weighted 

by 1, the weight of node a  assigned from its immediate neighbor b  is the reciprocal

value of connectivity value of b . By summing all the weight of node a  assigned from 

its neighbor nodes, we can get the control value of node a . Mathematically, control 

value (Ctrl ) of node a  is calculated by the formula:

                                



k

b b
a C

Ctrl
1

1
                        3-(2)

Where k  is the number of neighbors of node a , and bC is the connectivity value of 

node b . Using this formula, the control value of node 1 in Figure 3.1c is: 95.01 Ctrl

Depth: In connectivity graph, the distance between two directly linked nodes is set to be 

one, and the depth between two nodes is to measure the minimum distance (or steps) 

between them. The global depth of a particular node is the sum of minimum distance 

between that node and all the other nodes in the graph. The global depth is also called 

status which was first used in social networks (Harary 1959, Buckley and Harary 1990).

In corresponding with global depth, the local depth only summarize the distance between 

that particular node and the nodes within a search radius. In space syntax studies, the 

search radius is often set to be two, so local depth covers the area within two steps of each 

node. Mathematically, the search radius is denoted as l , and lN represents the number of 

nodes that keep l steps from searching node, so the depth could be calculated by the 
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formula (Jiang and Claramunt 2002):

                     













nldepthglobal
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ltyConnectivi

Nl l
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2,

1,

                   3-(3)

We get connectivity value when the search radius is minimized to 1, and get local depth 

when the radius increases to 2, and global depth when the radius maximizes to n that 

could cover the whole graph. Using the above formula, the global depth of node 1 in 

Figure 3.1 c is 301 GloDepth , and its local depth is 181 LocDepth . If the depth is 

normalized by the number of node, we can get the mean depth ( Md ), which is calculated 

by:

                         
NodesofNumber

Depth
Md                        3-(4)

Clearly, the distance measured by depth is not physical distance but topological distance. 

The node with big global depth locates at the deep level of graph, which means many 

nodes need to be traversed to reach it.

Integration: In connectivity graph, the integration value of a node measures the degree to 

which this node integrates or segregates from other nodes. The node with high integration 

value highly clusters with other nodes, and it is easier to be accessed from others since it 

locates at shallow level of whole graph. On the contrary, the node with small integration 

value segregates itself from others, and it is hard to be reached since it hides deeply in the 

graph. In corresponding to global and local depth, there are global and local integration. 

Global integration represents the correlation between one node with all the others, while 

local integration characterizes the relationship between that particular node and the nodes 

located within some steps away from it. Like the local depth, the search radius (steps) 

used in local integration is often set to be two in space syntax studies.

Obviously, the calculation of integration involves depth, but the depth value is influenced 
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by the number of nodes to a great extent. In order to counter the effect from the size of 

system, Steadman (1983) improved the calculation method of depth by standardizing it as 

the relative asymmetry ( RA ):

                              
2

)1(2





n

Md
RA                        3-(5)

Where n is the number of nodes in the system, and Md is the mean depth. And later 

Kruger (1989) further standardize the RA by real relative asymmetry ( RRA ):

                               
nD
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RRA                              3-(6)
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                 3-(7)

At last the integration value is the reciprocal of RRA :

                              
RRA

nIntegratio
1

                       3-(8)

We should note that in the process of calculating local integration by using the above 

formulas, the number of nodes ( n ) in Md  and nD only counts the nodes within two 

steps from each node. Following the above formulas, the global integration of node 1 in 

Figure 3.1c is 7573.11 ionGloIntegra  and its local integration is 

2384.21 tionLocIntegra .

Intelligibility: The above parameters including connectivity, control, depth and integration 

are all direct measures of one particular node in the connectivity graph, so they are fist 

order parameter. While the intelligibility measures the topological structure of the whole 

graph (or system) by examining the correlation between local and global parameter. So 

intelligibility is the second order parameter dealing with the correlation between two first 

order parameters (Hillier and Hanson 1997). Local parameter is usually represented by 

connectivity and global parameter is characterized by global integration. 

Hillier et al. (1993) pointed out that people can hardly perceive the whole city or internal 
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building from the immobile standing point, so they have to move around to get the whole 

picture from many small pieces. Intelligibility expresses the degree to which the 

perception of small pieces of space can be functioned as a guide to understand the space 

system as a whole. A space system is considered to be intelligible if those spaces with 

high connectivity values also get big global integration values, in other words, the 

correlation between connectivity and global integration is high. 

Take the urban system in Figure 3.1a for demonstration, the intelligibility can be 

evaluated from the 2R  value of the correlation between the connectivity values and 

global integration values. This urban system is intelligible since the connectivity values 

are highly correlated to the global integration values ( 8165.02 R )

Correlation between Connectivity and Global Integration
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Figure 3.2: Correlation between connectivity and global integration

The above five space syntax parameters, including connectivity, control, depth, 

integration and intelligibility, quantitatively characterize the topological relationships 

from the perspectives of node-node, node-system and the whole space system. In the 

domain of traffic study, local integration is usually picked out to represent the spatial 

configuration of urban street network, and is correlated with the traffic flow to see 

whether or not they are correlated. And the intelligibility is used to characterize the 

topological property of urban street network, which might shed light on why the impact of 
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spatial configuration of street network exerting on traffic flow is high or low.

3.2 Space Syntax Implementation in ArcGIS – Axwoman 4

3.2.1 Introduction of ArcGIS and Axwoman 

ArcGIS developed by ESRI is an integrated collection of GIS software products for 

building a complete GIS. It offers powerful visualization and spatial analysis components 

which could be customized to meet the requirements on desktop computers, servers, and 

even on Internet. The customization of ArcGIS is based on a modular library of shared 

GIS software components called ArcObjects which includes a wide variety of 

programmable objects, from a single geometry object to a whole data layer.

In terms of the computer language used to program ArcObjects, Visual Basic for 

Application (VBA) is offered with ArcGIS, it is a simplified version of Visual Basic (VB). 

It is one of the many object-programming languages such as VB, C++, JAVA et. The main 

difference between VBA and other object-programming languages is that VBA is 

designed to be embedded into applications.

Implementing space syntax as an analytical tool in GIS will greatly enhance the spatial 

analysis ability of GIS. In this research domain, many researches have done a lot of work, 

for example Jiang (2000) has developed Axwoman 3 based on ArcView GIS platform. 

Axwoman 3 has been successfully used in many studies, but it has been proved to have 

two major limitations:

1. Unable to check the interconnectivity of the whole model.

2. Unable to process the curved lines.

According to the statements made by Hillier and Hanson (1984), all axial lines should be 

connected with each other and no isolated lines or groups existing, which is the 
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precondition before calculating the space syntax parameters. The condition also should be 

satisfied in stroke model and named street model. Axwoman 3 is unable to examine the 

interconnectivity of the whole model. When there are isolated lines or group of lines, 

Axwoman 3 is unable to run and no warning information offered. 

Axwoman 3 was developed to only accept the straight line representation, as we know 

axial lines take the form of the longest straight lines in urban street network. In our study, 

both strokes and named streets are curved lines which keep the original form of streets. 

Axwoman 3 is unable to calculate space parameters of curved lines, which is the major 

constraint of our study. 

Besides that, ArcView GIS is replaced by ArcGIS in both fields of education and research. 

Considering all limitations of Axwoman 3, it is necessary to re-implement space syntax in 

ArcGIS to get over those limitations and to better serve the research purposes in our study. 

We first program and debug in ArcGIS by using VBA, and then compile and package the 

program as an extension (Figure 3.3) of ArcGIS named Axwoman 4 in Microsoft Visual 

Basic 6. 

Figure 3.3: Axwoman 4 extension in ArcGIS 9 

Axwoman 4 can not only analyze the space represented by line not matter straight line 
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(axial model) or curved line (stroke and named street models), but also has ability to 

study the structure of internal buildings (Jiang et al. 2000). In that research, rooms are 

represented as polygons and doors connecting rooms become lines linking polygons. 

Axwoman 4 can also deal with the space denoted by characteristic points (Jiang and 

Claramunt 2002). In our study, Axwoman 4 is used to calculate space syntax parameters 

from axial, stroke and named street models. 

3.2.2 Implementation Algorithms in Axwoman 4

In order to describe the implementation algorithm to calculate space syntax parameters in 

Axwoman 4, we use the axial model for illustration, but the algorithms also apply to 

stroke and named street models.

3.2.2.1 Algorithm of Getting Connectivity and Control

In order to calculate the connectivity value of an axial line we need to find all lines 

intersected with that line. In other worlds, we should get all neighbor lines of every axial 

line, which is the fundamental step of the whole implementation. Theoretically we need to 

compare every axial line with all other lines, but it is very time consuming when the data 

set is large. Fortunately we found spatial filter in ArcObject library, which could be used 

to save a lot of time searching for connected lines of every axial line. The working flow of 

getting the connectivity of axial line l  is:

1. Initialize a feature cursor 1 and point to the axial line l .

2. New a spatial filter with type esriSpatialRelIntersects, which is used to search 

for intersected lines of l . And assign the shape of the spatial filter to the 

shape of l .

3. Make the spatial search and store all found lines into a spatial container.

4. Initialize another feature cursor 2 

5. Point feature cursor 2 to the first axial line in the spatial container, and store 

its ID into array N().

6. Move the feature cursor 2 to the next found axial line.

7. Examine if there are any more axial lines in the container, if no go to next step, 

if yes then go back to step 5.
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8. Get the size of array N, which is the connectivity of l .

After getting the connectivity value of each axial line, the working flow of getting the 

control value (C ) of axial line l  is listed as: 

1. Spatial search for all axial lines intersected with l , and store the IDs of found 

lines into array N().

2. Initialize a feature cursor 1. 

3. Point the feature cursor 1 to the first element in N(). Assign the value of the 

first element to integer variable A, and initialize 0C

4. Get reciprocal value of connectivity of the axial line with ID=A, and add it to 

C

5. Move the feature cursor 1 one step further.

6. Examine if the feature cursor 1 is pointing to nothing, if not then go back to 

step 3, if yes then stop and C is the control value of l

3.2.2.2 Algorithm of Getting Depth

In axial model, the depth of each axial line is calculated by using Breadth First Search 

(BFS) searching algorithm. The main idea is to first search for all lines located 1 step 

from that particular line and store their IDs in array Level(0), and then continue to search 

for lines located at 2 steps away and store their IDs in array Level(1), and then continue to 

search for lines on step 3, 4, 5… . The local depth only search for lines within 2 steps 

away from each line, while global depth counts the all the lines no matter how far away 

they located. The pseudo code of calculating depth of node 1 in Figure 3.1c is introduced 

as followings:

Start

Initialize ArrayLeft() stores all IDs of nodes, and ArrayVisited() = empty

Set inarray() to be false to all nodes

Set Level=0, localdepth=0, globaldepth=0,

Do until ArrayLeft()=empty
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If level=2 then

Loop through Arraylevel(0)and Arraylevel(1)to

Calculate local depth, local mean depth, and the number of visited nodes

End if

If level=0 then

Delete the node1 from ArrayLeft() and add it into ArrayVisited()

inarray(0)=true

Get the immediate neighbors of node 1 and store the IDs in an array T()

Loop through each node in array T(), delete it from ArrayLeft(), add it

into ArrayVisited() and turn its inarray() to be ture

Arraylevel(0)=T

Kill array T() to release memory

Else 

Loop through all nodes on the previous level

Get the neighbor arrays of those nodes store their IDs into array B()

Loop through each node (I) in array B()

If (inarray(I)= =false) then 

Add it into array T2() and ArrayVisited(), and delete it from Arrayleft()

End if

ArrayLevel(level)=T2

End if

Level=Level+1

Loop

Loop through ArrayLevel() of every level to get the total depth

End

After getting local and global depths, the corresponding local and global integration 

values can be calculated by using the formulas introduced in the last section.

3.2.2.3 Algorithm of Examining the Interconnectivity of Model

According to Hillier’s statements (Hillier 1993), all axial lines should interconnect with 

each other and no isolated lines or groups exiting, which means in the corresponding 
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connectivity graph all nodes should be linked together. In order to examine whether or not 

the connectivity graph of axial line model satisfy that condition, we made a program to 

highlight those isolated axial lines not connected with the main group. Once the isolated 

lines are found, we could decide either to modify them or to delete them. Before running

this program, we need to select one axial line which obviously connects with other lines 

in the main group. Main group is the group where most axial lines cluster together, for 

example in figure 3.4, the main group consists of line 1,2,3,4,7 and the group including 5 

and 6 is considered as isolated group. The algorithm of examining program is based on 

the algorithm of calculating global depth of the selected line. The pseudo code of this 

algorithm is described as bellows:

If (T2 is empty) and (Arrayleft()is not empty) then

Loop through all lines left in ArrayLeft()

Those lines are isolated ones which do not connect with the main group

Highlight those isolated lines.

End if

Figure 3.4: Searching for isolated lines from main group

To further illustrate the algorithm, we take the axial model shown in Figure 3.4 for 

example, if we select axial line 2 to run the program. The results after each run are list 

followings: 
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Run 0: ArrayLeft=(1,2,3,4,5,6,7), Arrayvisited=Φ

Run 1: T=(1,3,7)

Arrayvisited=(1,2,3,7)

ArrayLeft=(4,5,6)

  ArrayLevel(0)=(1,3,7)

Run 2: T2=(4)

   ArrayVisted=(1,2,3,4,7)

   ArrayLeft=(5,6)

   ArrayLevel(1)=(4)

Run 3: T2=Φ

   ArrayLeft=(5,6)

After three runs, we find line 5 and 6 are not connected with the main group. Also we 

should notice that selecting any line in the main group will not affect the result.

3.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, five space syntax parameters including connectivity, control, depth, 

integration, intelligibility are elaborated from the perspective of definitions and 

calculation methods. A new software extension of ArcGIS 9 called Axwoman 4 has been 

developed to retrieve these space syntax parameters. The algorithms getting these 

parameters and examining the interconnectivity of model are described through 

calculation flows and pseudo codes. Axwoman 4 enables us to do topological analysis in 

axial, stroke and named street models of urban street network, no matter how the street 

segments are represented.
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Chapter 4 Research Analysis- Pilot Study of Street Network 

in Kowloon Peninsula, Hong Kong

This chapter takes Kowloon peninsula of Hong Kong as pilot study area to model its 

street network based on reachability (axial model), continuation (stroke model) and 

semantic meaning (named street model). Space syntax parameters of all different models 

are calculated by using Axwoman 4 in ArcGIS, and correlated with vehicle flow. Through 

comparing the resultant correlations got from different parameters and different models, 

tentative findings could be discovered. Further different models are analyzed from the 

perspectives of small world and scale free properties. 

4.1 Models of Kowloon Street Network

4.1.1 Data preparation 

The data source is extremely important to correctly construct models of street network of 

our study area. The quality of data source will directly influence the final result. To carry 

out our study, we have got several data files from different sources:

1. Hong Kong street network shape file offers information of all streets in Hong Kong

2. Hong Kong building shape file provides information of all major buildings in Hong 

Kong. 

3. The Annual Traffic Census 2005 gives vehicle flow data.

The first file offers detail information (such as name, length and type) about streets in the 

whole Hong Kong territory. And it’s a shape file which could be directly loaded into 

ArcGIS for visualization and analysis, and it functions as the basis map to create axial, 

stroke and named street models. In this file, the topology of each street segment has been 

already built, which means topological relationships (for example intersections) among 

street segments exist. Figure 4.1 shows the relative location of street network of Kowloon 
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in whole Hong Kong area. This file is originally used for navigation studies, and offered 

by Land Surveying and Geo-Informatics Department, Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 

In the second file, information (such as area and perimeter) about major buildings is 

provided. In ArcGIS, all these buildings are represented as polygons, for example some 

buildings in Kowloon are shown in Figure 4.2. This shape file functions like a reference 

layer to help axial line drawing. And this file also comes from Land Surveying and 

Geo-Informatics Department, Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 

The third file gives us the vehicle flow data recoded by 825 traffic monitoring stations in 

2005 across whole Hong Kong territory. And also the detail locations of all stations (both 

text descriptions and paper maps) are provided in the report. The file will guide us to 

digitize traffic monitoring stations in digital map and assign vehicle flow to axial lines 

and streets. It is provided by Traffic Department of Hong Kong Government. 

Figure 4.1: Relative location of Street network of Kowloon (blue) in Hong Kong (red)
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Figure 4.2: Some buildings (green) in Kowloon

The above three data files are the basis for our model constructions and analysis.

4.1.2 Axial Model 

The axial model is originally created from the perceptive of visibility, which means the 

axial line reaches as far as it can see. But in our study, since we want to study the traffic 

pattern influenced by the spatial configuration of street network, the principle of 

constructing axial model is based on reachability not visibility. In our axial model, the 

axial lines extend along the streets and stop when the streets come to the end. In other 

words, we try to use the intersected axial lines to cover the street space. 

For example, as shown in Figure 4.3, the axial line 1 should intersect with axial line 2 and 

3 from the visibility point of view, but they should not intersect from the perspective of 

reachability, since street 1 does not cross with street 2 and 3 (Figure 4.4). In reality, cars 

driving on street 1 can not directly shift to street 2 and 3.
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Figure 4.3: Axial Lines

Figure 4.4: Roads of Streets

The shape file of Hong Kong street network is added into ArcGIS as the base map and the 

building shape file is loaded as the reference layer when we drew the axial lines. Because 

the street network in Hong Kong is quite complicated, axial line drawing require a lot of 

special considerations and skills at some locations. In the process of drawing axial lines, 

we have made some rules to guide us to draw the lines consistently across the study area:

1. Do not consider multiply roads on one street.

2. Keep the main skeleton of sinuous streets at mountainous areas.

3. Do not consider traffic managements.

4. Simplify the intersection of streets.

Some streets offer more than one traffic roads for different driving directions. In these 
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circumstances, all roads along one street are simplified to one axial line. For example two 

roads along street 2 in Figure 4.4 are represented as axial line 2 in Figure 4.3.

In mountainous areas, streets are usually very wandering. We try to use the least number 

of axial lines to represent those sinuous streets, which means we only keep the main 

skeleton not every bend of those streets. 

In our study area, traffic managements are applied to some streets, for example some 

streets are constrained for one direction driving and some streets are managed to be 

pedestrian only. In our axial model, no traffic managements are considered. 

In order to simplify the complicated street network, some special circumstances in terms 

of street intersection: such as overpass and underpass are not considered in our axial 

model. Axial lines intersect with each other when the corresponding streets appear to 

cross on digital map.

Following the above four rules, the axial model (Figure 4.5) of Kowloon is constructed 

with 3004 axial lines.

Figure 4.5: Axial model of Kowloon with 3004 axial lines (red).
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4.1.3 Stroke Model 

In the shape file of Hong Kong street network, well topology has already been built and 

embedded in the street network, which means from the perspective of planar graph all 

streets are segmented by junctions and dead ends (start and end points) to become a set of 

arcs. For example SHANGHAI Street is segmented by junctions such as a, b, c to become 

a set of arc such as 1, 2, 3 (Figure 4.6). Each street segment (arc) corresponds with one 

record in the attribute table of the shape file.

Figure 4.6: Streets are segmented to arcs

In stroke model, street segments (arcs) with good directional continuation are merged 

together and treated as one spatial element. The foundation of stroke extraction algorithm 

is based on point tracing. In detail, the program starts with one end node (start or end 

point) of a segment, searches for intersected segments, calculates the diversion angles 

between each found segment with that particular segment and gets the minimum angle, if 

the minimum angle is less than threshold value then merge the two segments together, 

otherwise the program stops and starts a new search from another point. The idea of this 

algorithm can be interpreted from this realistic scenario: someone is driving in street 

network; he always turns the steering wheel to the least angle to continue his journey 
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when he comes to the crossroads. The pseudo codes of stroke model building algorithm 

are described as followings:

Do until the process come to the last segment

Start with the first end point of the first segment (L) in the attribute table 

of street

If (the current segment is processed) then

   Exit

Else

Create a spatial filter to search for all segments intersected with that point

Calculate the diversion angles between each found segment and segment L

Get the minimums diversion angle, store the ID of its corresponding segment (S)

If (the minimums diversion angle< threshold value) then

Concatenate segment L with segment S

    Set the status of segment S to processed

Shift the searching point the end point of S to continue

     End If

If (the route is traced to the end) then

Start with the other end point of segment L to search to the opposite direction

End If

Take the next unprocessed segment to continue the program

Loop

We take figure 4.6 to further illustrate the process of stroke building algorithm, if the 

program starts from the point a of segment 1, following the above algorithm, the next 

found segment with the minimum diversion angle should be segment 2, the program takes 

the point c of segment 2 to continue searching until the whole route comes to the end or 

the diversion angle becomes larger than the threshold value, then the program restarts 
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with the point b of segment 1 to search to other direction. The program runs faster and 

faster since it only picks out the unprocessed segments to loop.

How to set the threshold value remains to be a search question. To some extent, it is 

decided by how to interpret the good direction continuation of street segments. In our 

study, we construct a series of stroke models using threshold values ranging from 20 to 70 

degrees with the interval gap 10 degrees. The table 4.1 lists the number of strokes in each 

stroke model of street network in Kowloon, from where we can find the number of stroke 

decreases with the threshold value increases.

Table 4.1: The number of strokes in each stroke models of street network in Kowloon.

T N

20 3649

30 3123

40 2792

50 2563

60 2465

70 2385

T: Threshold value, N: Number of strokes

4.1.4 Named Street Model

Street network can be modeled from the perspective of semantic meaning, such as street 

names, which means all street segments with the same name should be grouped together 

as one spatial element in the named street model. In ArcMap it is pretty easy to construct 

such named street model by dissolving street segments by street names. But due to the

poor quality of the available data, about 1/3 street segments in Hong Kong street network 

shape file are missing names, most of them are located at rural areas while others are in 

the populated zones. Constructing the names street model without those unnamed street 
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segments will lose the original topology of the street network. Through analyzing the 

unnamed segments, we find that some of them keep good directional continuation with 

their conjoint segments and they are likely to share the same name from the common 

sense. For example in the figure 4.7 unnamed street segments 1, 2 and 3 are very much 

likely to have the same names with named street segments 1, 2 and 3, since they are 

smoothly connected.

Figure 4.7: Unnamed street segments (red) with named ones (black)

In our study, we treat those unnamed street segments to have the same names with their 

smoothly connected neighbor segments. We make a program to process the unnamed 

segments, its main algorithm is to search from both points (start and end points) of each 

unnamed segment for the named street with the minimum diversion angle, if it find that 

named segment and also the diversion angle is less than threshold value then assign the 

name of the named segment to that unnamed one. In this program, we set the threshold 

value to 70 degrees, which means segments are interpreted to be smoothly connected if 

their diversion angle is below 70 degrees. The peso codes of this program are listed 

below:

Start from the first unnamed segment (U)
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Search for connected streets to one side (for example left first) of segment U

If (its neighbor streets have names) Then

Loop through all found segment to get the min diversion angle (A1)

Store the name of segment (N1) with angle A1

Else

 Continue to search from the next connected unnamed segment

End if

Search for connected segment to the other side of segment U

If (its neighbor streets have names) Then

Loop through all found segment to get the min diversion angle (A2)

Store the name of segment (N2) with angle A2

Else

 Continue to search from the next connected unnamed segment

End if

If (A1<A2) AND (A1<70) Then

Assign the name of segment N1 to segment U

Else If (A2<A1) AND (A2<70) Then

Assign the name of segment N2 to segment U

Else

Assign a random numeric number to segment U

End if

Pick out the next unprocessed unnamed segment

Loop 

After unnamed segments processed, the file of street network is ready to do 

geoprocessing job, when all streets are dissolved by their names using the Generalization 

facility offered by ArcToolBox in ArcGIS 9 (Figure 4.8). In the constructed named street 

model, streets are grouped by their names, 9063 street segments in Kowloon are modeled 
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to 1272 named streets, and some named streets have more than one road for example in 

Figure 4.9, Nathan Road running North-South, and some named streets are not physically 

connected, for example Pitt Street running West-East, this phenomena are due to the 

evolution of streets and traffic regulations.

Figure 4.8: Dissolve streets by their names in ArcMap 9

Figure 4.9: Nathan Road (North-South) and Pitt Street (West-East) in Named Street Model
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4.2 Getting Space Syntax Parameters from Models of Kowloon 

Street Network

The street network in Kowloon has been modeled from the perspectives of reachability 

(axial model), continuation (stroke model) and semantic meaning (named street model). 

In the corresponding connectivity graph of each model, spatial elements no matter axial 

lines, strokes or named streets are represented as nodes, and the interconnections between 

them are denoted as edges linking nodes. The connectivity graph representations are the 

theoretical foundation to calculate space parameters from all models of street network.

In practice, space syntax parameters of each model are calculated by using extension 

Axwoman 4 in ArcGIS 9. Before getting these parameters from Axowman 4, the 

interconnectivity of model has to be examined first to check if there are any no isolated 

spatial elements or groups. By using the examining algorithm introduced in last chapter, 

user select one spatial element to run the program, all isolated elements are highlighted 

and should be modified to intersect with other elements. 

The calculated space syntax parameters from Axwoman 4 are written into attribute table 

of street shape file in alphanumeric format (Figure 4.10). And also each model of street 

network is colored up according to values of parameters in ArcGIS, elements with higher 

values are colored in red while the lower ones are in green. Figure 4.11 shows the 

distribution of local integration in axial model of street network in Konwloon, from where 

we can find that the axial lines with higher values (red) are mainly clustered in the center 

of Kowloon - Kowloon City.
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Figure 4.10: Calculated space syntax parameter written in attribute table

Figure 4.11: Distribution of local integration in axial model of street network in Kowloon

First order space syntax parameters including connectivity, control, depth and integration 

can be directly calculated by Axwoman 4, the second order parameter (intelligibility) can 

be represented by 2R  of the correlation between connectivity and global integration. 

Table 4.2 lists the intelligibility values of each model of street network in Kowloon. 
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Table 4.2: Intelligibility values of each model of street network in Kowloon.

Note Stroke 20: Stroke model with threshold value as 20 degrees (similar interpretation to other 

stroke modes)

Models I

Stroke 20 0.2452

Stroke 30 0.3058

Stroke 40 0.3718

Stroke 50 0.4035

Stroke 60 0.3455

Stroke 70 0.3506

Axial 0.2209

Named Street 0.4502

4.3 Correlations between Space Syntax Parameters and Vehicle 

Flow in Models of Kowloon Street Network

4.3.1 Extracting Sample Data

After calculated in Axwoman 4, space syntax parameters of each spatial element have 

been written in the corresponding attribute tables. In order to study the correlations 

between these parameters and vehicle flow, we need to get the vehicle flow distributed on 

spatial elements. To get the vehicle flow of spatial elements, we refer to the << The 

Annual Traffic Census 2005>> to digitize traffic monitoring stations to spatial elements 

and assign the flow data recorded by the stations to the corresponding element. The 

process of digitizing stations to spatial element takes two steps:

1. Approximately pin-pointing stations

2. Accurately digitizing stations
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In the fist step we coarsely pin-point the stations in the digital map according to the 

information of stations including text descriptions and paper maps in << The Annual 

Traffic Census 2005>>. We find the coarse location and then at that place create a point 

representing that station in ArcGIS 9. 

The stations created in the first step can not precisely locate on axial lines or streets. To 

solve this problem, in the second step, we make a program to precisely positioning the 

stations by automatically creating corresponding points with the minimum distance from 

the hand created ones on axial lines or streets. 

By going through the above two steps, all traffic monitoring stations (308) in Kowloon 

are digitized on axial lines (axial model) and streets (stroke and named street models). 

Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of these stations in axial model of Kowloon street 

network.

Figure 4.12: Distribution of 308 traffic monitoring stations in axial model of Kowloon street 

network

After digitizing the stations on spatial elements (axial lines and streets), we make a 

program to assign the vehicle flow to elements by searching intersected stations on each 
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element. For those elements with more than one station, we average the vehicle flow from 

multiple stations and assign the result to the corresponding element. In ArcGIS, sample 

data can be picked out by selecting attribute (vehicle flow) is not zero. Figure 4.13 

demonstrates the distribution of sample data in axial model of Kowloon street network, 

from where we can see the sample data overall cover the whole territory of Kowloon, 

located in both urban and rural areas.

Figure 4.13: Sample data (red) in the axial model of Kowloon street network

4.3.2 Tentative Findings

In order to use statistical techniques to study the correlations between space syntax 

parameter and vehicle flow, it is important that variables should be normally distributed 

(Penn et al. 1998). In our study, we find that the distributions of vehicle flow in all models 

are highly skewed to the left. Figure 4.14a shows the distribution of vehicle flow in axial 

model of Kowloon street network, from where we find that most axial lines have small 

volume of traffic flow but a few axial lines carries very large flow. So it is necessary to 

transform vehicle flow to be more or less normally distributed, otherwise a few 

observations with extreme flow could exert an undue effect on apparent correlations. It 

turns out that the best fit to a normal distribution is obtained by taking the natural 

logarithm of vehicle flow as shown in Figure 4.14b and this transformation is used as 
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flow data in the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 4.14: (a) Distribution of vehicle flow in axial model of Kowloon street nework and (b) the 

distribution after taken natural logarithm

By plotting each first order space syntax parameter against vehicle flow in scatter graph,

the correlation could be examined from the 2R  value. Table 4.3 lists the resultant 

correlations between space syntax parameters and vehicle flow. 

Table 4.3: Correlations between space syntax parameter and vehicle flow in each model of 

Kowloon street network

Note: LInteg: Local Integration, GInteg: Global Integration, Stroke 20: Stroke model with 

threshold value as 20 degrees (the same interpretation to other stroke models) 

Connect Control LInteg GInteg

Stroke 20 0.1586 0.088 0.2057 0.0596

Stroke 30 0.2061 0.131 0.2595 0.1307

Stroke 40 0.1923 0.1195 0.2714 0.2401

Stroke 50 0.1852 0.131 0.3006 0.2446

Stroke 60 0.1536 0.107 0.2932 0.252

Stroke 70 0.1518 0.1095 0.2789 0.2405

Axial 0.0798 0.0601 0.1134 0.0475

Named Street 0.2845 0.1824 0.3794 0.2947

Through analyzing the resultant correlations listed in Table 3.3, we can get four tentative 

Parameters

Models
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findings. The first one is that local integration outperforms other parameters to best 

correlate with vehicle flow in each model. This finding coincides with the finding 

discovered by Hillier (1993) and explains again why local integration becomes the default 

indicator to correlate with pedestrian and vehicle movement in the field of space syntax 

studies. And the correlation between local integration and vehicle flow is often mentioned 

as the predictability of street network.

Secondly, the predictability of axial model of Kowloon street network is much lower than 

the level (0.5) discovered by Hillier (1993). This finding suggests that using axial model 

of street network to predict vehicle flow could not be universally applied.

Thirdly, through comparing the predictabilities among different models, we find that 

stroke model and named street model are much better than the axial model, and they are 

more suitable to model street network to predict vehicle flow.

Fourthly, by comparing stroke models with different threshold values in terms of 

predictability, we find the stroke model with threshold value as 50 degrees is the best one. 

This finding could be decided by the morphology of Kowloon street network to some 

extent.

By relating the predictability of each model listed in Table 4.3 with the intelligibility of 

each models shown in Table 4.2, we can get the fifth finding that these two variables are 

well related, since we get a linear relationship by plotting them in scatter graph (Figure 

4.15).
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Figure 4.15: Linear relationship between intelligibility (I) and predictability (C)

4.4 Network Properties of Models of Kowloon Street Network

In order to examine whether or not each model of Kowloon street network has small 

world properties, we need to calculate average path length and clustering coefficient of 

each spatial element. Average path length measures the degree to which each spatial 

element integrate or segregate with other elements from global level, while the cluster 

coefficient characterize the clustering relationship among elements from local level. 

Detail mathematical formulas of getting these two variables have already been introduced 

in section 2.3.1. Since these variables are originally measuring the properties of individual 

element, so we take the average of them to represent the properties of whole model 

(network).

By comparing the average path length and clustering coefficient of each street model with 

the results of the corresponding random network, we can make it clear whether or not 

each street model has small world properties. The mathematical formulas to calculate the 

average path length ( randomL ) and clustering coefficient ( randomC ) of random network are 

list as followings:

                       )ln(/)ln( MNLrandom                  4-(1)
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                          NMCrandom /                       4-(2)

Where N  is the total number of element in the network, and M is the average 

connectivity of all elements in the network. Table 4.4 lists the resultant average path 

length ( L ), clustering coefficient (C ) of each street model by using the software Pajek, 

randomL  and randomC  of the corresponding random network by using the above formulas. 

Table 4.4: Small world parameters of models of Kowloon street network and corresponding 

random networks

Stroke 20 3649 4.41 9.25 5.52 0.383 0.001

Stroke 30 3123 4.44 7.82 5.4 0.366 0.001

Stroke 40 2792 4.46 6.26 5.31 0.349 0.002

Stroke 50 2563 4.48 5.88 5.24 0.338 0.002

Stroke 60 2465 4.48 5.9 5.21 0.328 0.002

Stroke 70 2385 4.49 5.63 5.18 0.334 0.002

Axial 3004 3.16 12.42 6.96 0.102 0.001

Named Street 1272 4.3 5.84 4.9 0.232 0.003

By analyzing the calculated results in Table 4.4, we can get two findings. The first one is 

that the average path length of each model is relative small compared to the site of model, 

and is closer to the average path length of the corresponding random network. This 

finding suggests that on average in each street model, traveling from each element to a 

random chosen one only need to traverse a few elements. In other words, all elements are 

highly integrated with each other on global level. The second finding is that clustering 

coefficient of each model is much bigger that the clustering coefficient of corresponding 

random network. This finding articulates that elements in each street model are highly 

clustered together on local level. These two findings conclude that all model of Kowloon 

street network have small world properties. 

N randomL randomCM L CParameters

Models
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Another network property of each street model can be discovered by examining the 

distribution of connectivity of each model. In our study, we find that most spatial 

elements only intersect with a small number of other elements, while a few elements keep

connections with a large number of elements. 

Figure 4.16a shows the scatter graph plotting the connectivity against cumulative 

probability in axial model of Kowloon street network, from where we can see shape of 

the plotting looks like “L”. By further analyzing the Figure 4.16a, we can find that most 

axial lines (about 90% of total 3004 axial lines) have small connectivity values (less than 

6), while a small number of axial lines (about 10%) get large connectivity values (ranging 

from 6 to 43), in particular one axial line gets extremely large connectivity value (43). 

If the connectivity and cumulative probability are taken logarithm with 10 as base to plot 

again, the “L” shape plot becomes a straight line in the log-log plot (Figure 4.16b). And 

linear relationship expressed by y = -2.7558x + 1.058 ( 978.,02 R ) is found in the 

log-log plot. 
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Figure 4.16: (a) Scatter graph plotting connectivity against cumulative probability in axial model 

of Kowloon street network, and (b) its log-log plot

It is worth pointing out that the power law distribution is only applied to infinite network 

in theory, so in our study we cut off a few elements to examine the distribution pattern of 
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connectivity in each street model. By analyzing the distribution pattern shown in Figure 

4.16, we conclude that the distribution of connectivity in axial model of Kowloon street 

network conforms to power law distribution, which also suggests that the axial model has 

scale free property. Through examining the distribution patterns of connectivity in other 

street model, the same findings with the axial model are discovered. For example the 

Figure 4.17 shows the log-log distribution patterns of connectivity in stroke model with 

threshold value as 50 degrees and named street model, from where we also find strong 

linear relationships. So we conclude that all models of Kowloon street network have scale 

free property. 
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Figure 4.17: The log-log connectivity plots of (a) stroke model with threshold as 50 degrees, and 

(b) named street model
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4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we carry out pilot study in Kowloon peninsula of Hong Kong. First we 

introduce the construction methods and algorithms to create axial, stroke and named street 

model of Kowloon street network. Then we extract space syntax parameters from each 

street model by using Axwoman 4 in ArcGIS, and correlate with vehicle flow. By 

analyzing the resultant correlations and comparing them to the conclusion made by Hillier, 

we get five important tentative findings. At last all street models are topologically 

analyzed from the perspectives of small world and scale free properties, and it turns out 

all street models have small world and scale free properties.
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Chapter 5 Research Analysis- Case Study of Street Network 

in Hong Kong

Five important tentative findings have been discovered through our pilot study of 

Kowloon street network. But as we know, Kowloon is only a small district compared to 

the whole Hong Kong territory. In this chapter we examine those findings by partitioning 

the whole Hong Kong street network from three sampling principles: single sampling, 

multiple sampling by natural clusters and natural morphology. Also we make topological 

studies to investigate whether or not the axial, stroke and named street models of Hong 

Kong street network have small world and scale free properties.

5.1 Examining Tentative Findings

5.1.1 Single Sampling

Single sampling means take sample data from the models of whole Hong Kong street 

network. Following the same construction methods and algorithms introduced in the last 

chapter, we can create the axial, stroke, and named street model of whole Hong Kong 

street network. 

Figure 5.1 demonstrates the finished axial model of Hong Kong street network, which 

consists of 14378 axial lines. The construction process is very time consuming and 

requires great patience and carefulness, since the axial model is supposed to have the least 

number of longest axial lines and all axial lines should be interconnected with each other. 

To make sure the no isolated axial lines existing in the axial model, we used the isolation 

detection algorithm introduced in chapter 3 to examine the model, and the isolated lines 

have been modified to connect with others. 
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Figure 5.1: The axial model of Hong Kong street network

Using the same stroke building and named street merging algorithms described in last 

chapter, a series of stroke models with different threshold values and named street model 

have been built. The table 5.1 lists the number of elements in stroke and named street 

models, from where we can find the number of stroke is decreasing from 21008 with 

threshold values as 20 degrees to 13429 using 70 degree as threshold value and 40436 

street segments have been merged to 6591 named streets.

Table 5.1: The numbers of elements in stroke and named street model of Hong Kong street 

network

Model N

Stroke 20 21008

Stroke 30 17963

Stroke 40 15868

Stroke 50 14542

Stroke 60 13886

Stroke 70 13429

Named Street 6591
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According to the <<Annual Traffic Census 2005>>, there are totally 829 traffic 

monitoring stations distributed across the whole Hong Kong territory to monitor vehicle 

flow, among them four stations are missing locations from paper maps, other 825 stations 

are pin-pointed to axial lines (axial model) and streets (stroke and named street models). 

Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of traffic monitoring stations in axial model of Hong 

Kong street network, from where we can see the stations basically cover the whole Hong 

Kong territory. 

Figure 5.2: Distribution of traffic monitoring stations (red dots) in axial model of Hong Kong 

street network

Space syntax parameters of each model of Hong Kong street network can be calculated 

by using Axwoman 4 in ArcGIS, and then are correlated with vehicle flow. The 

correlations can be measured by the 2R  values got from scatter graphs, which means the 

correlation is higher when the 2R  is bigger. The Table 5.2 lists the resultant correlation 

between each space syntax parameter and vehicle flow in axial, stroke and named street 

models of Hong Kong street network.
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Table 5.2: Correlations between space syntax parameters and vehicle flow in each model of Hong 

Kong street network

Connect Control LInteg GInteg

Stroke 20 0.1507 0.0592 0.2111 0.158

Stroke 30 0.1874 0.0753 0.2582 0.2059

Stroke 40 0.1762 0.0652 0.2824 0.2183

Stroke 50 0.1661 0.0684 0.3143 0.2416

Stroke 60 0.1601 0.0744 0.3332 0.2466

Stroke 70 0.1424 0.0649 0.3079 0.2177

Axial 0.0876 0.0444 0.1447 0.1049

Named Street 0.1638 0.0175 0.2769 0.275

By analyzing the correlations shown in Table 5.2 and comparing them to the tentative 

finding discovered from pilot study, we can get four conclusions. The first one is that 

local integration does best correlate with vehicle flow in all models of Hong Kong street 

network. This conclusion verifies the fist findings in pilot study and gives another 

experimental evidence why local integration can be taken as default indicator to correlate 

with vehicle flow in space syntax studies.

Secondly, the predictability (0.1447) of axial model of whole Hong Kong street network 

is not much better than the result (0.1134) got form pilot study, which verifies that axial 

model does have limitation to model street network and the thought of using spatial 

configuration of axial model of whole Hong Kong street network to predict vehicle flow 

is not working.

Thirdly, stroke and named street models of Hong Kong street network are much better 

than the axial model from the perspective of predictability. This conclusion verifies the 

third findings in pilot study. And further we find that the stroke model (with threshold as 

60 degrees) gets the highest predictability (0.3332) from the study by sampling Hong 

Models
Parameters
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Kong street network as a whole.

Fourthly, by comparing the predictability of each stroke models with different threshold 

values, we conclude that threshold value 60 degrees is more suitable to be used in stroke 

building process modeling the street network of whole Hong Kong, not the 50 degrees got 

from pilot study. This conclusion could be explained from the difference in morphology 

between the street network of whole Hong Kong and Kowloon.

In order to further examine the finding got from pilot study and to compare the 

predictability of axial, stroke and named street models, we sample the whole Hong Kong 

street network by natural clusters and natural morphology.

5.1.2 Multiple Sampling by Natural Clusters 

From the appearance of road network of Hong Kong, we can easily find out that streets 

cluster together at some places. Following the principle of multiple sampling by natural 

clusters, we partition the whole Hong Kong Street network into ten natural clusters. For 

example cluster 2 and 3 represent streets clustering in Yuen Long and Sheung Shui 

districts, and most streets of Hong Kong Island clustering along Victoria Harbor 

contained in the cluster 10 (Figure 5.3). The distribution of ten natural clusters is shown 

in Figure 5.3

Figure 5.3: Distribution of ten natural clusters of Hong Kong street network
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We extract sample data from these ten natural clusters in axial, stroke and named street 

models and calculate the predictability in each cluster of each model. The calculated 

results are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Calculated predictabilities of ten natural clusters in each model of Hong Kong street 

network

Axial Stroke Named Street

1 0.1672 0.3545 0.4972

2 0.0040 0.3911 0.6971

3 0.0382 0.2378 0.1836

4 0.0575 0.5710 0.3025

5 0.1140 0.5558 0.4709

6 0.0002 0.4536 0.0153

7 0.1241 0.3810 0.2546

8 0.1289 0.3271 0.4445

9 0.1815 0.2266 0.2374

10 0.0550 0.3096 0.1742

Mean 0.0871 0.3808 0.3277

Through analyzing the resultant predictabilities listed in Table 5.3, we can get two 

findings. Firstly, overall the stroke model gets the best predictability (0.3808) among 

these three models. Secondly, we find that predictability of axial models is still very low 

(overall 0.0871), which verifies the second tentative finding got from pilot study.

5.1.3 Multiple Sampling by Natural Morphology 

The grid of a city could be defined as the system of space of public access created by the 

way in which buildings are aggregated and aligned (Hillier et al, 1993). In our study, the 

Models
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urban grid morphology could be represented by the morphology of street network where 

streets intersecting with each other and clustering together. In whole Hong Kong territory, 

the morphologies of street network are different at urban, rural and mountainous areas. 

The street network has grid-like shape in urban areas, and shows deformed-grid in rural 

area, while in mountainous areas it is irregular. Figure 5.4 illustrate the morphology of 

grid-like (a), deformed-grid (b) and irregular (c) street network located at Kowloon City, 

Yuan Long, and Caroline Hill. Also we can find out the regularity decreases from 

grid-like form in Figure 5.4a to completely irregular form in Figure 5.4c.

 (a)  (b)         (c)

Figure 5.4: Morphology of street network (a) in Kowloon City (grid-like), (b) in Yuan Long 

(deformed-grid), and (c) in Caroline Hill (irregular)

Following the principle of multiple sampling by natural morphology, we extract nine 

sample areas with morphology type consisting of three areas from the whole Hong Kong 

street network. The distribution of these nine morphology sample areas is shown in Figure 

5.5, from where we can see the sample areas overall distributed across the whole Hong 

Kong territory.

Then we calculate the predictabilities of each sample area in axial, stroke and named 

street models can list the results in Table 5.4. In order to examine the correlation between 

predictability and intelligibility of all morphology sample areas, we calculate the 

corresponding intelligibility values and list the results in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of nine morphology sample areas of Hong Kong street network

Table 5.4: Predictabilities of nine morphology sample area in different models of Hong Kong 

street network

(Note A: Axial Model, S: Stroke Model, N: Named Street Model, G: grid-like, D: deformed-grid, 

I: irregular)

G1 G2 G3 D1 D2 D3 I1 I2 I3 Mean

A 0.40 0.32 0.60 0.22 0.18 0.30 0.02 0.16 0.08 0.25 

S 0.35 0.69 0.61 0.56 0.60 0.61 0.55 0.56 0.22 0.53 

N 0.43 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.62 0.57 0.39 0.44 0.21 0.49 

Table 5.5: Intelligibilities of corresponding morphology sample areas in different models of Hong 

Kong street network

(Note A: Axial Model, S: Stroke Model, N: Named Street Model, G: grid-like, D: deformed-grid, 

I: irregular)

G1 G2 G3 D1 D2 D3 I1 I2 I3 Mean

A 0.59 0.56 0.50 0.02 0.23 0.13 0.12 0.17 0.01 0.26 

S 0.63 0.67 0.78 0.82 0.49 0.47 0.56 0.47 0.50 0.60 

N 0.83 0.55 0.81 0.51 0.52 0.56 0.59 0.54 0.36 0.59 
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By studying the Hong Kong street network through sampling it by natural morphology, 

we can get three findings. Firstly, the predictabilities of stroke and named street models 

are overall better than that of axial model, which verifies the third tentative finding from 

pilot study. And among three models, stroke model gets the highest average predictability 

(0.53) from nine morphology sample areas. 

Secondly, by relating the average predictabilities of three different morphology types and 

the corresponding intelligibility values, we can find out these two variables are well 

correlated. This finding articulates that the predictability gets higher in those more 

intelligible areas. This finds also verifies the fifth tentative findings from pilot study.

Thirdly, the predictability of each street model turns higher in more regular sample areas 

and performs worse in those irregular areas. For example in grid-like sample areas, the 

predictabilities of all three models are almost at the same high level, in particular 

predictability of stroke model in grid-like sample area 2 reaches the highest level (0.69). 

And in irregular sample areas, the predictability of all three models have dropped from 

the high level in grid-like areas, particularly axial model drops a lot, which verifies the 

second tentative finding from pilot study that axial model does have limitations in 

modeling street network.

5.2 Network Properties of Models of Hong Kong Street Network 

Firstly, we examine the small world property of models of Hong Kong street network by 

getting the average path length and clustering coefficient from each model and 

corresponding random network. Table 5.6 lists the calculated small world parameters by 

using Pajek and the formulas introduced in section 4.4. 
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Table 5.6: Calculated small world parameters of models of Hong Kong street network and 

corresponding random networks

Stroke 20 21008 3.79 23.42 7.47 0.42 0.0002

Stroke 30 17963 3.71 16.95 7.47 0.38 0.0002

Stroke 40 15868 3.65 12.91 7.47 0.35 0.0002

Stroke 50 14542 3.6 10.98 7.48 0.32 0.0002

Stroke 60 13886 3.57 10.12 7.50 0.31 0.0003

Stroke 70 13429 3.54 9.73 7.52 0.3 0.0003

Axial 14378 2.76 33.88 9.43 0.08 0.0002

Named Street 6591 3.29 9.29 7.38 0.21 0.0005

Through studying the results listed in Table 5.7, there are two points worth our noting. 

The first one is that the average path length of each street model is overall small 

compared to the size of model, and it is closer to the average path length of corresponding 

random network. The second point is that the clustering coefficient of each model is much 

bigger than that of corresponding random networks. These two points conclude that all 

models of Hong Kong street network have small world properties. 

In the previous pilot study, we already find out that most spatial element no matter axial 

lines, strokes or named streets have a relative small value of connectivity, and only a few 

of them have extremely large connectivity values. From the perspective of the street 

network in whole Hong Kong, the same findings are discovered as we can see the linear 

relationships are quite obvious in the log-log plots (Figure 5.5) created from three models 

of Hong Kong street network. 

N randomL randomCM L CParameters

Models
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of connectivity in log-log plots from (a) axial, (b) Stroke (with threshold 

value as 60 degrees) and (c)Named street Models of Hong Kong street network

Through analyzing the topology of street network in whole Hong Kong territory from the 

perspectives of small world and scale free properties, we verify the corresponding 

conclusions made in the pilot study.

5.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter takes Hong Kong as case study area, and partition its street network based on 

three sampling principles: sample by whole, multiple sampling by natural clusters and by 

natural morphology. Through studying the predictability of street network in different 

sample areas of different street models, we have verified the tentative findings got from 

the pilot study and have concluded that stroke model gets the highest predictability among 

three models. Finally all models of Hong Kong street models are topologically examined 

to find that they all have small world and scale free properties, which verifies the 

corresponding conclusion made in pilot study.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The study presented in this thesis has modeled street network based on reachability (axial 

model), continuation (stroke model) and semantic meaning (named street model). Space 

syntax parameters have been retrieved from each model to correlate with vehicle flow in 

order to examine how they are related with each other. By comparing the resultant 

correlations got from different space syntax parameter and different model, important 

findings have been discovered. This thesis first has got tentative findings from pilot study 

of street network in Kowloon peninsula, Hong Kong, and further has verified those 

findings by examining the street network of whole Hong Kong from three sampling 

principles: single sampling, multiple sampling by natural clusters and by natural 

morphology. Through verifications, important conclusions have been made. 

1. By comparing correlation between each space syntax parameter and vehicle flow, the 

local integration is the best one and that correlation is often mentioned as 

predictability of street network.

2. Overall the street network represented by axial model has low predictability towards 

vehicle flow.

3. Overall predictability of stroke model is the best one among three models.

4. Among stroke models, the threshold value as 60 degrees is more suitable to be used 

to build stroke model of whole Hong Kong street network.

5. Intelligibility well correlates with predictability.

The first conclusion explains why local integration is taken as default indicator to 

measure the spatial configuration of street network and further to correlate with vehicle 

flow in space syntax studies. It is worth pointing out that the steps (radius) involved in 

calculated local integration is three, which keeps the same with the early studies (Hillier
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et al. 1993, Penn et al. 1998).

The second conclusion suggests the axial model has limitations in modeling street 

network. The predictability of axial model is overall much lower than the level Hillier et 

al. (1993) discovered, although it is better in grid-like sample areas. And it turns out that 

using axial model of street network to predict vehicle flow is not a universal methodology 

and it is more suitable to be applied to model regular street network.

Through our study, stroke model of street network is proven to be the best on in terms of 

predictability. This conclusion suggests that stroke model as an alternative spatial 

representation of street network is more suitable for traffic movement study. And it is also 

consistent with the findings discovered by Conroy Dalton (2001) that travelers attempt to 

pick up linear routes, avoiding unforced deflections. It verifies the stand point made by 

Thomson (2003) that stroke might be a better spatial representation for traffic movement 

studies.

By comparing a series of stroke models in terms of predictability, we conclude that 

threshold value as 60 degrees is more suitable to model Hong Kong street network not 50 

degrees as we get in pilot study. The conclusion shows that the morphology of street 

network in Kowloon and whole Hong Kong is different, and threshold value should be set 

according to the actual study area. 

In our study, we get higher predictability in more intelligible sample model areas. So the 

last conclusion articulates that predictability well correlate with intelligibility. This 

conclusion also explains why researchers try to revitalize cities by making them more 

intelligible (Penn et al. 1998).

The software extension Axwoman 4 in ArcGIS developed in our study has been proven to 
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be a successful implementation of space syntax into GIS. It correctly calculates space 

syntax parameters from all models of street network used in our study including axial, 

stroke and named street models, which provides fundamental analytical tool to carry out 

our study.

This thesis also sets out to examine the network properties of street network represented 

in axial, stroke and named street models from the perspective of small world and scale 

free properties. Through our research, it has been proven that all models of street network 

have small world and scale free properties, which represents that street network is neither 

a regular network nor a random network but has unique properties of small world network 

and the distribution of connectivity of streets conforms to power law distribution.

6.2 Future Work

In order to follow our study to further examine the predictability of street network 

represented by axial model in more detail, we offer two research directions for future 

work.

1. Considering spatial autocorrelation.

2. Improving the axial model

The spatial autocorrelation in Hong Kong is much less than western cities (Batty 2007). 

The traffic pattern in Hong Kong is not radial like organically growing western cities 

which normally grow from a core. The density of population in Hong Kong is not 

declining inversely with distance from the center, since it might be hemmed in by 

mountains, for example – Lion Rock to the north of Kowloon. Taking spatial 

autocorrelation into consideration might help researcher better understanding why the 

predictability of street network represented by axial model is low.
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In our axial line model, some special roads like overpass, underpass and bridges are not 

represented. And also, the width and number of lanes on each street, and traffic 

management measures are excluded from our axial line model. Improving our axial model 

by considering all these factors might better represent the realistic street network. It is 

worth investigating the correlation between spatial configuration and vehicle flow in the 

improved axial model.
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